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The Courage of Keith}
49 year old Keith Cook,

driver at Douglas House,
Brixham, risked his life to

save six disabled residents
trapped inside a minibus as
flames threatened to
envelop it, following a
crash.

After lifting out his small
grandchildren, Keith

returned again and again to
release residents lying
helplessly upside down

with their wheelchairs
lying over their backs.

‘\_

The worst part was

rescuing Sheila Goldie at
the front of the van and
unable to release her safety
harness because of very

little hand control. Keith
reached her when flames
were inches away and she
escaped unharmed.
Keith is pictured here
with Sheila, the tragic

incident now happily
behind them.

.

FRONT COVER Di Hickman With Matthew Humphnes,
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From
The Editor
Welcome to the new Cheshire Smile! I hope
that our readers will ﬁnd its contents readable,
informative and entertaining.

(CliléngiHﬂRE SW WE.
A magazine must act very much as a mirror
which reflects its readers and their activities, views
and aspirations. This cannot happen unless I hear
from you, so please respond to this issue with

are ‘*

your reactions to its new format, your news, ideas,

suggestions and opinions.
Although the Trustees of the Foundation have
generously ﬁnanced this free, bi-monthly
magazine, an indication of the high priority they
place on effective communication in our far-ﬂung
and expanding organisation, they have also
guaranteed unreservedly my editorial
independence.
The responsibility therefore for the selection of
editorial content rests with me and the views
expressed in the magazine will not necessarily be
always those held by the Foundation, but will,

when the occasion demands, give prominence to
widely divergent opinions, as in any democratic
organisation.
I must express my most grateful and heartfelt
thanks to the retiring editors, Frances Hopwood

and Dennis Jarrett, for their unstinting, unselfish
and efﬁcient practical help during the changeover,
not to mention my admiration for the magniﬁcent
job they have done as co—editors for over ﬁve
years with little or no outside advice or help.
Gratitude, too, to Brigadier John Regan, Head of

Le Court for his unfailing co-operation and
patience with all the administrative problems
involved.
Lastly, my thanks to The Chairman,
Management Committee, staff and residents of

Arnold House for their generous offer of an ofﬁce
and for the warm welcome and ready co-operation
received from all.
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For many years now controversy has raged
around the suitability of the name ofthis
magazine. The Cheshire Smile.
"Condescending”, “yukky”, “meaningless”, “ out
dated", say some. “Friendly”, “warm”,
“familiar”, “optimistic”, say others.
The name was chosen by Sid Radford, the Le
Court resident who brought out the ﬁrst issue in
1954. He was a man with a whimsical sense of
humour and had The Cheshire Cat in Alice in
Wonderland in mind.
When the late Frank Spath took over in 1956,
he disliked the title and tried, unsuccessfully, to
ﬁnd an alternative.
Frances Hopwood and Dennis Jarrett, the
present retiring editors also ﬂoated suggestions for
a change. Again, no agreement.

Kay Christiansen

You will note that the editorial ofﬁce has now

I make no apologies for one more try in the
perhaps, vain hope that one ofour readers will
come up with an idea that will win general
approval.

moved, for geographical reasons, from Le Court
to Arnold House Cheshire Home,
66 The Ridgeway, Enﬁeld, EN2 8JA,

Tel: 01-367 3544

Please send your views, For or Against a

change and why. Suggestions for a new title, too,
will be welcomed.

Leonard Cheshire explains his View of the future to Cheshire Smile Editor

A WAY AHEAD . .
The Foundation into the next century
Studies and general discussions are now taking place
concerning the future organisation and structure of the
Foundation to enable it to cope with its rapidly
expanding work.
One solution proposed is ‘devolution’ — deﬁned in
the dictionary as ‘the delegation of work and authority
by central government to local or regional
administration’.
In this interview with The Cheshire Smile, the
Founder gives his personal views about the way ahead.

Question: Could you deﬁne the problems we are facing?
Answer: May next year will mark our 40th birthday.
I would like to think that by the time we reach it we will
have a clear idea of where we are going and what basic
structure we need in order to get there.
At the beginning the Foundation consisted of a house;
a growing number of terminally ill and disabled residents;
a few helpers; and myself. When it became too much for

me, I formed a committee and asked it to run Le Court in
my name. This left me free to respond to similar needs in

other parts of the country, in each case forming a
committee as a first step. Then came the time to vest
responsibility for the entire operation in a legally
constituted central foundation. This gave me still greater
freedom to start new Homes, but with the all-important

proviso that the Trustees approval was required; it also
left me free to respond to a request from India.

In our early years, when there were 5 or 6 Homes, we
were able to work on a very personal basis; we knew
more or less what the others were doing; we held a
Family Day each year attended by representatives from
all Homes. By 1960 we had grown too big for this way of
operating, with the result that the Trustees began to
appear distanced from the individual Homes. My view was
that this could be rectiﬁed by forming regions, which I
saw as yet another step in the delegation process. The
proposal, although looked at again in varying formats over
the years, was not accepted either by the Trustees or the
Homes. Yet, signiﬁcantly from the grass—roots up, regions
of a kind did form, notably in Wales and the East
Midlands.
Question: Could we extend this trend?

Answer: My view is that we should break down into
regions of somewhere between 5 to 10 Homes and
Services, leaving each region a large measure of freedom
to decide how they would like to operate. It would take
time and experimentation, but ultimately many of the
matters of a purely local and practical nature would be
handled at regional level. This supposes the emergence of
a regional structure comprising representatives elected
from the Homes and Services concerned, together with
the trustees within the region and, very possibly, a paid or
voluntary secretary.

Question: At present are most decisions taken by the
central trustees?

Answer: This is part of the problem. At this time the
central body of 29 trustees are overwhelmed at their bimonthly meetings with the need to make decisions
which are frequently of a purely local nature, about
which they cannot all have personal knowledge. It is
neither fair to them nor in the interests of the Homes,
Services and new projects. Their real role should be
conﬁned to major policy decisions and executive
functions.
Question: Is there a danger that the regions will regard
themselves as separate entities, and that we shall lose
our unity and sense of belonging?
Answer: Yes, I understand this, but we are an
expanding organisation with at present 110 Homes and
Services, each responsible to just one centre. To keep
growing, we must either enlarge the centre or devolve.
Since we cannot give the trustees more work, nor

realistically add to their numbers, the ﬁrst option means
more paid staff, larger premises and higher overheads,
which at present are below 3%. I also think it would
distance the trustees further still from the Homes and
force us into a kind of bureaucracy. Devolution, in my
view, would provide a structure in keeping with the way
we have evolved, making the fullest use of voluntary help
and professional services at regional level, and thus would
bring us closer together, rather like strands of ﬁbre woven
into a patterned cloth. There would be cross-fertilization
of ideas between regions; neighbouring regions could keep
in contact, or even pool resources, and so on.

Question: Would it not detract from the Trustees’
responsibility for ensuring proper standards of care? What
if a region developed along lines contrary to the
Foundation’s principles?
Answer: I feel that the personal contacts within a
region, and the sense of mutual involvement in the good
of the region as a whole, would lead to something wrong
in a Home being sooner detected and more easily rectiﬁed
than under our present system. If not, then the matter
would be referred to the Trustee body, in whom ultimate
authority still rests.
Question: Do you see full consultation as necessary
before any decision is taken?
Answer: Indeed I do, and of course at every level. We
are all making our own contribution and all share
responsibility for the good of the whole. Our goal as I see
it is to build a future which allows, at all levels, the fullest
scope for growth and diversiﬁcation in response to the
ever changing needs of our rapidly evolving society, whilst
ensuring the highest and most enlightened standards
throughout. Although I believe deeply that devolution is
the road we should follow, I would never try to force it,

nor am I the person to say how and in what form it
should come about. My concern at this moment in our
history is that we build the right structure to carry us
forward into the coming century.

Editor’s Note: Comments on and responses to the
Founder’s views will be welcomed from all sources.

Edwina Currie to be Guest Speaker
AT FOUNDATION
ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Mrs Edwina Currie, M.P., the
controversial Under Secretary of State
for Health, will be the guest speaker at
the Foundation’s Annual Conference to
be held at Stoneleigh Agricultural
Centre, Warwickshire, on Saturday, July
18th.
The theme of the conference will be
“Homes, Services and the Community”,
an examination of the links that can be
forged between all three for their mutual
beneﬁt
The Chairman, Mr Peter Rowley, will
open the proceedings and the Founder,
Group Captain Leonard Cheshire, will
make the closing address.
The Foundation Annual General
Meeting will be held on Friday, 17th
M/s Edw/na Currie MP Parliamentary Under Secretary of State (Health)

July, also at Stoneleigh.
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Sue Langdown is a trained social worker and is
now a Foundation Area Manager responsible
for co-ordinating the work of the Care Advisers
in the East Midlands.
In each issue of The Smile she will answer
some of the many questions and problems
reaching her. All correspondence will be
treated as completely confidential and no
correspondent will be named unless he or she
wishes to be.
Although replies to letters not selected for
publication cannot be answered by her
personally she will refer these to the
appropriate Care Adviser but only IF SO

REQUESTED.
Send your problems to Sue Langdown,

C/O Cheshire Smile, Arnold House,
66 The Ridgeway, ENFIELD EN2 8JA.

Should this course of action not
“I don’t like a particular member of
staff who continually makes fun of have the desired effect, you could
me and belittles me in front of other consider discussing matters with the
Residents. I always seem to have her Head ofHome. At any stage you
for bathing because she is always on may use the Homes Complaints
duty on my bath night. How can I get Procedure (All residents should
have a copy). This will ensure the
a change? The Head of Care says
problem is properly resolved
there isn’t anybody else. The
For advice, the opportunity to
alternative is that I do without a
talk about the problem, or help with
bath.”
making a complaint, please letyour
Answer
There is no reason why you or any social worker or Home’s link Care
resident should suﬂer such attitudes Adviser know that you would like a
visit
and it would seem sensible ifyou
were, for the time being, to have
another member ofstaﬂto help you
with bathing and otherpersonal
tasks.
“I have been a member of the
I think that any Head of Care
Home Management Committee for
would want to know and be
nearly a year, but I don’t think that I,
concerned about such attitudes on or my fellow Resident Member are
the part ofstaﬁ‘,‘ and I do wonder
taken seriously. We are not expected
whether you havefully explained
to join in general discussion and are
the situation to your Head of Care. put off from submitting Agenda
Why not ask to see herprivately at a items on our own. How can we show
time when she can listen to you
that we are sensible and have
without interruption? You could
something to offer? Or should we just
also ask a relative or friend to help _ sit quiet or resign?”
explain how distressed you feel.
Hopefullyyou and the Head ofCare
Answer:
will be able to work out a care
Management Committees are made
programme which will avoid too
up ofpeople from all sorts of
much contact with this particular
backgrounds and experience.
member of staff
Resident members bring their own

life experience and skills, as well as
a special knowledge of what it
actually means to live in a Cheshire
Home. Being on any sort of
Committee is a responsibility, and
all of us have to learn the skills
gradually to make any impact.
Resident members may not always
have had the opportunity to practise
these Committee skills in other
smaller groups and therefore can
feel rather overwhelmed or
frustrated.
Some Residents have
approached their Care Advisers for
help, and it is hoped that should
there be sufﬁcient demand, a series
of talks could be arranged in
various parts of the country aimed
at helping interested Residents,
either to play fuller roles on their
own Management Committee, or to
encourage prospective members. If
you or any reader is interested,
please let your Homes Link Care
Adviser know, or write to the
relevant Area Manager.
In the meantime, you may like to
suggest to your Head of Home that
he or she goes through the Agenda
with you in advance of the meeting,
so that you arefamiliar with the
background to each Agenda item.

HOW CHIPSTEAD GOT GOING
A positive approach towards creative satisfaction
More and more Cheshire Homes are

Peter Wetherly, Head of Home at

realising the value of creative outlets
and the need to offer residents
suitable stimulus and practical
facilities for interesting pursuits and
are appointing Crafts Organisers or
General Activities Organisers to
provide them.
Arts and Crafts exhibitions
regionally and the Foundation’s own
Annual Creative Activity Contest
give ample evidence of the
burgeoning talents, imagination and
energy of disabled people as the
volume of goods made grows and
standards of excellence steadily
improve each year. A far cry from
the dreary lines of basket work and
wash leathers of years gone by.
A chance to acquire new skills
such as painting, carving, writing,
photography, jewellery making,

Chipstead, thinks back to 1980. “At

embroidery, woodwork all offer the

promise of innate satisfaction,
increasing absorption and the
opportunity to escape from
disability.
It doesn’t happen by accident,
however. All of us need
encouragement, stimulation and a
skilful teacher to inspire us. When
this is provided by the right sort of
personality the change in the
morale of residents and in the
feeling of harmony and purpose in
the Home is immediately apparent.
A small number of Homes are
outstandingly successful in the
volume of work and the breadth of
interests produced by their residents.
How do they foster and harness
this enthusiasm, will and co-

operation from elderly as well as
young people? Can lessons be
learned from their approach and
enthusiasm?
The Cheshire Smile proposes in
this and ensuing issues to look at
these Homes and examine in depth
how they achieve this.
We begin with Chipstead Lake in
Chevening, Near Sevenoaks, Kent

an enthusiastic participant in the
Foundation Creative Activity
Contest since its inception in 1982,
and with 23 awards to its credit.
8

that time we had no craft room and
really no organised activities for
residents who were left largely to
their own devices. We Were planning
to open up to day attenders and felt
that we simply must get going to help
them integrate and relate to our

residents. So the decision was
taken to build on a craft room and
advertise for a craft organiser.
Eventually Di Hickman applied and
since them we have never looked
back. The result is that the
atmosphere here has completely
changed in the intervening years.
There is a sense of companionship,
of shared interests and a real energy
and purpose running through the
place. People from outside tell me
you can sense it as soon as you come
through the doors. We have eighteen
residents, all severely physically
disabled, with an age range of 17 to
65. All but two are heavily involved

few thoughts around to see if they get
picked up. For example, I might start
by chatting about enamelling and ask
if anyone knows how it’s done.
Maybe they’ll come up with
contributions or questions. Or
perhaps just one person will express
an interest. Then I’ll begin by giving
a demonstration and between us
we’ll decide what to try and make.
I’m encouraging but I don’t go in for
false praise.
“Take Matthew Humphries, for
example, who won an award for his
toy theatre for the musical Cats.
Well, he started off wanting to do a

backdrop for The Sleeping Beauty.
Frankly his sketches were awful and
I told him so. Whatever is that
supposed to be? I asked him. The
problem was his drawing of trees
wasn’t very expert. So I suggested
doing the backdrop on Cats. He liked
the idea. Much simpler to draw
cats! He got on with it and the result
was a huge success.

in the work of the craft room. How did

we do it? Well, a very large part of
the credit goes to Di Hickman . . .”
Once assistant to a technical
officer researching into Consumer
Affairs for Unilever, Di has always
been interested in arts and crafts and
took a course in them during her
spare time.
Di Hickman Takes Up The Story.
“When I ﬁrst took over here I
realised that somehow I had to win
the conﬁdence of the residents and I
really rather played it by ear. I
sensed they were quietly vetting me;
seeing what Iwas made of ifyou like.
One or two of them would come into
the craft room to see what was on
offer but there was by no means an
ugly rush.
“Well, I’m by nature a great
extrovert and the way I got through
to them was to make ‘em laugh.
Some of my jokes were quite naughty
but after a good giggle together we all
started to relax and feel more

confident with each other. I never
force ideas on them but just toss a

“Gary Eastley, another resident,
has got many interest and lots of
talent. Recently we added another.
We got talking about glass etching
and he decided to give it a try. He got
so good we decided he would be even
better with the help of an electric
etcher. Now he’s well away, even to
etching on wine glasses.
“If I can see an enthusiasm
growing and I haven’t personally got
the expertise then I ring round and
ﬁnd someone who has. Just now we
have found a skilled lacemaker who
is coming in to demonstrate the art.
Enthusiasm on my part, and
communicating it, plays a large part. I
wake up in the middle of the night
with an idea of how to use up the
bottle tops we’ve been stockpiling
and can’t wait to rush in and tell them.
We sit round talking about it,
everyone contributes their ideas, and

it gets even better.

AN IMPRESSIVE
STOCKROOM
Di has an impressive and orderly
stockroom ﬁlled with labelled boxes
containing the raw materials of her
trade — leather off-cuts, kapok,
tapestry canvases, modelling clay,
paints, macrame materials, wool,

cardboard, to name only a few items.
She prints out posters appealing for
materials and posts them up in the
local area — shops, halls, and the

much frequented freezer centre. In
come a wide variety of offerings, all
of which come in useful at some
point.

WOODWORK PART OF THE
PROGRAMME
Another very important part
. Di Hickman and Glenn Lee directing activities

-

of Chipstead’s programme is the
in the storeroom.

woodwork section, under the
direction of a volunteer, Edwin
Johnson, MVO, who operates from a

large Portakabin entitled “The Dog
House.” As just one example of the
beautifully made things which emerge
is the meticulously made model
mediaeval psaltery by Ian Shorter, a
day attender, which won a well
deserved first in the Creative
Activity Contest.
Continuity Important.
Continuity is a vital part of
successful craft activities. One
successful craft organiser does not
stay for ever. Di, for example, is now

working only part time but she is

Mutual interest
In a stool’s progress

LV M3,.23"

~

training her assistant and knows that

she can leave things in good hands
during her absence. Glenn Lee, now

Assistant Co—Ordinator of
Activities, is a quieter but equally
enthusiastic leader.

VOLUNTEERS HELP T00
Chipstead’s Activities
’programme relies also on numerous
volunteers who make a most
valuable contribution helping
residents with their craﬁs on a one to
one basis and sharing their interests,
leading, quite naturally, to the
formation of lasting friendships.
Asa-k" W -"*
I“ Gill Brown with her model
ranch meticulously assembled
from matchsticks watched by Di.
At left, day attender
Kay Boyden.

\
J

Chairman of the Management

A

Committee. Cecil Williams with resident
Gary East/ey at work on the lathe.

I K
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‘ Day attenders Ian Shorter and Sandy Pearsall in a hilarious tug-of- war with a scarf
“Who made it anyway?"

Eileen Warren at work on the machine

A

watched by two Sevenoaks schoolgirls, part
of a voluntary project.
At left, Samantha Hall aged 76. Behind
Natalie Price, aged 75.

The residents are enthusiastic
competition enterers and I asked Di
whether she thought these had a
stimulating or depressing effect,
particularly on those who failed to
win a prize.
A

Happily absorbed— at left to right

Mark Barrett Kay Hayden, Glenn Lee,

Ian Shortershows an admiring HeadofHome,
Peter Wetherly, his model sailing barge. V

Gill Brown, Matthew Humphries.

t“ w

ya
a .

She was decisive. “Stimulating. The
competitive element is vital. It is
something to strive for, a goal to
reach out to. The excitement here is

high when we win and it adds spice to
everything we do.”
We asked Gill Brown, a resident

who has never yet won an award but
has worked hard and has made many
lovely things that must surely have
been near—misses how she felt about
it. “Oh, there’s always next year”
she said. “I enjoy the thrill of
entering and hoping and of waiting to
see if my luck will change.”

In our next issue: Douglas House
Approach to Creative Activities.
See page 23 also for report on King’s
Fund Activities Conference.
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CENTRAL REGION
ETHIOPIA
The feeding programme in Kebele 14 of Addis
Ababa— a Ryder-Cheshire project — continues to do
well, with health education, vaccination, child care
and family planning now being emphasised. With the
rainy season over, areas are being surveyed for water
centres and sanitation in the six neighbouring
kebeles. The water centres will have four taps each,
and approval is awaited for site locations for the
sanitation work.
GIGHESSA CHESHIRE HOME
During November and December 1986 a team of an
orthopaedic surgeon (Dr. Plinio Venturi), an
orthopaedic technician (Mr. Walter Rosa) and two
registered nurses (Giovanna and Giuseppe) came
from Mantova in Italy, sent by the Italian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs as part of its plan of health cooperation in Ethiopia. The team saw 216 little
children, from Gighessa and the surrounding regions,
and 5 8 had surgery for congenital deformities, the
results of polio and scalds, and injuries. Some of the
operations took place at the Gighessa Cheshire
Home, and its orthopaedic laboratory prepared
orthopaedic shoes, ankle boots and prostheses for
amputated legs.
Before their departure to Italy the team, together
with Fr Dominic Zordan (in charge of the Gighessa
Cheshire Horne), Fr Yoseph Giovannetti, Superior of
the Consolata Fathers, Ato Gebre Medhin,
Administrator of the Addis Ababa Home, and Ato
Negussie Sellassie, Project Director of the RyderCheshire project in Addis Ababa, were granted an
audience by Ato Tesseraworq Shimelis, Deputy
Commissioner, National Children’s Commission,
who expressed his great gratitude for the work done
by the team. Thanks go to Dr. Bassani and Dr.
Molinari of the Italian Embassy’s Medical
Department for their assistance in arranging this
visit.

On he feet! A young r [dent
Ethiopfa after her operation.

f the Gighessa

as me Home,

GHANA
Phase II of the Home for discharged psychiatric
patients in Kumasi has commenced, and members of
the committee have met with psychiatrists of the
three psychiatric hospitals in Ghana who are ready
to refer clients.

KENYA
In the new home at Kariobangi the elderly residents
are progressing well under the care of Sister Victoire,
who now has an assistant. There are 11 residents,
and a day care centre.
11

EASTERN REGION

A resident of Bangladesh Cheshire Home with her child,

INDIA
The Bangalore Home’s Silver Jubilee Year fund—
raising celebrations are coming to an end, and will
culminate in a Red Feather Ball. In June the Home
will have an exhibition and sale of the handicraﬁs
made by the residents.
The Home at Covelong, Madras has 31 residents
who are engaged in needlework and dress—making,
while the other residents help with chores round the
Home. The Ministry of Welfare has sanctioned a
grant of 90% of the estimated cost for renovation of
the existing building.
The Children’s wing at Manapakkam, Madras,
on the premises of Gabriel, the Ryder—Cheshire
Mission’s Rehabilitation Centre, progresses
steadily. Fifteen boys receive vocational training in
mat—weaving, paper-bag—making and pillow—making.
Plans for the future are the construction of a separate
building for the boys, together with a workshop. A
motorised sewing machine has been donated, as has
a tri—cycle. The children are taken to the K. K.Nagar
Hospital for corrective surgery.

In theKatpadi Home the interest from a Life
donation scheme started in 1981 is used to buy
special food for the residents. A printing press
provides both employment and an income for the
more able-bodied residents, all of whom are ex—
Hanson patients.

A Food Donor Scheme has been started at the

Madurai Home where the residents make bags from
wire and paper.

Group Captain Cheshire visited the Calcutta area
in April, when he met everyone at the Homes in
Calcutta itself, as well as those in Burnpur, Ranchi

and Jameshedpur. The founder also visited
THAILAND and SINGAPORE.

A group of residents from Bangladesh Cheshire Home, India.
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SIERRA LEONE
Thanks to the generosity of the Variety Club, the
Freetown Home is due to receive a new bus in May
to replace its existing one. Further projects are a
dining room/ games room — at present the children
have to eat on the veranda.

UGANDA
Father Henry Vergeer has written to tell us about
events in Butiri Cheshire Home during the past
year, which started with a military coup,
accompanied by the all-too familiar terrorism,
murder and looting.

SOUTH AFRICA
In Randburg work has ﬁnally commenced on a new

The Home is putting up its own orthopaedic
workshop, and the ﬁrst calipers and orthopaedic
shoes have been made. Three African Sisters have
come to run the Home — a milestone in its
development. Some of the boys have completed their
Primary Leaving Exams and have started atailoring
course at the Home; later this year it is hoped to
commence cobbling and typing. Two of the boys have
passed the tailoring course, and with a gift of a
second-hand sewing machine and some material are
now on their own at home earnng their own living.

Home on the site of the Ann Harding Home, and
completion is expected by the end of 1987.
In the Ka Kgawane area a survey has been carried
out of handicapped people, and a great need has been
established.
In Port Elizabeth a Steering Committee of 10
people in the black community has been
appointed for the proposed Algoa Home. An
application for a suitable piece of land has been made
to the local authority, and it has been decided to start
with a small Home for eight to ten residents. Fund—
raising has been started, and an application
submitted to Central Government for a building
loan.
An Astonishing Achievement
Warm congratulations to Boetie de Wet, a resident

ZAMBIA
Westmead Cheshire Home in the UK, which is
twinned with the Lusaka Home sent them a
donation for a Christmas Party, and we have just
received some marvellous pictures of the children
receiving their presents from “Mother Christmas”,
as well as performing a nativity play. Thank you,
Westmead, for a wonderful idea!

at the Summerstrand Cheshire Home in Port
Elizabeth, SOUTH AFRICA, for his remarkable

feat in the Evening Post Mini Marathon.

SUDAN
The daily clinic at the Khartoum Home for children
sees 35 children a week, including a regular weekly
intake of eight new cases, for clinical asistance and a
regular physiotherapy class. A Sunday clinic,
attended by two qualiﬁed doctors from the main
Khartoum hospital, concentrates on clinical
treatment and evaluation of cases for remedial
operations, with a throughput of 140 cases each
month, and is an established and sought-after facility.

Young res/dents of the G/ghessa Cheshire Home, recuperating in

Boetie de We!

Boetie developed his own unique way ofjogging —
pushing himself backwards in his wheelchair, guided
by two rear—view mirrors on each side of the chair.
When he recently entered the Tenth Evening Post
Mini Marathon round a 9km course, thousands of
supporters saw Boetie cross the finishing line and
shared his joy at completing the course in 104
minutes — only 14 minutes behind the winner!
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News
around
the World

A ,1A
BRAZIL
A forthcoming event which has everyone at the lar
Sao Jose de Jaguare Home, Sao Paulo, excited is

~

._

Apr/725, 7986, Cheshire Home, Sao Paulo, Brazil— potluck dinner for
the six residents and volunteers specially interested in helping the
home (besides Brazilian volunteers. Present were people from Korea,

Chi/e, Britain, USA),

that a ﬁlm company has asked to use the Home for
two days in March to make a feature ﬁlm.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Despite school grants and other assistance being
drastically cut by the National Government, the
Home has been running smoothly.

PORTUGAL
Phase I of building of the new Home at Lagos on the
Algarve is underway, and the Committee is looking
forward to phase II — furnishing, and ﬁnally opening
the Home, for young adult disabled people.

THAILAND
The wooden building of the Samutprakarn Home
needs to be replaced owing to damage by termites.
The very good news received is that H R H Princess
Maha Chakri Wirindhorn has taken the project
under her wing. Architects are working on plans and
estimates, and a new home for the residents looks not

too far off.

Lar Sao Jose, Cheshire Home, Sao Paulo Brazil
British volunteer Julie Kenrick talking to Eliane Games Barbosa.
Josino Guedes in rear — he has a street stall for selling cheap
belts/purses which he rents out to another able~bodied vendor but
periodically he goes downtown to “see how it's doing"
Julie spear-headed a drive to paint the large cupboard in rear, managing
to get 2 or3 of the men to help paint what could be reached from a
wheelchair.

CHESHIRE HOMES FOUNDATION,
ONTARIO
There are now 225 people living in Cheshire projects
in Ontario, in 21 housing projects operated by
16 Cheshire afﬁliated corporations. Most offer
support services in the form of personal assistance,
some have life skills training opportunities and some
are involved in an Outreach programme to provide
assistance to physically disabled people who live in
their own homes. The Committee in Ontario is
acutely aware of the large number of disabled people
still living in unsuitable situations and its
Development Committee encourages groups of
concerned people wishing to develop support service
projects through written information and personal
consultation.
The Operations Resource Book — a series of
booklets outlining all the existing options for all
aspects of operating a support service housing project
for physically disabled people — is still underway.
The ﬁrst booklet is now available, while three
subsequent booklets are in draft form.
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CONGRATULATIONS!
To the Cheshire Foundation in SPAIN which,
together with other organisations, was invited by the
Catalonia autonomous government to apply to
administer the San Salvador Residence for
Physically Handicapped Persons, on the outskirts of
the city of Tarragona, 70 miles south of Barcelona.
We were so pleased that our Foundation was
selected after rigorous scrutiny by the authorities.
There will be 30 residents, and 15 people will be
attending the Home on a day care basis.
To the Mlali Cheshire Home in TANZANIA
which was ofﬁcially opened on 5th February by the
President of Tanzania.
To the joint Ryder—Cheshire project in
ETHIOPIA, where the Lord Mayor of Addis Ababa
recently laid the Foundation Stone of the proposed

Ryder Cheshire Centre.

MBE
awarded to
Foundation Pioneer

Denise Tabernacle, a pioneer
and 'troubleshooter’ for The
Leonard Cheshire
Foundation International was
awarded the MBE in the New
Year’ 5 Honours List. The
citation was "for services to
nursing and welfare service,
Ghana."

Behind that brief statement,
however, lies a whole career and a
lifetime of invaluable work for
handicapped children and adults
in lonely, difficult and sometimes
very dangerous outposts of the
world
Denise, a State Registered
Nurse, is a small person with a
calm and gentle exterior which
does not immediately disclose a
very tough, determined and
independent person who gets
things done even when the going
gets rough.
She began her work for The
Foundation in 1952 when she went
out to Ethiopia with just £50 in her
pocket to try to start a Cheshire
Home for mentally handicapped
children Soon she was getting
support from Her Imperial

Highness Princess Tenage Worq
who provided the first donation
and from Princess Sophie Deste
who eventually made her house
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available. Gradually Denise got
other people interested and
donations started to roll in. A
pressing need for help for
physically handicapped children,
many of whom had been
abandoned in hospital, was also
uncovered and it was agreed to
cater for these as well. By
December 1955 a permanent
Cheshire Home was opened 27
kms from Addis Ababa, catering
for 24 handicapped children.
When she left Ethiopia in 1967
Denise had established a group of
supporters and a strong
committee. From 1968 she
continued to travel the world to
establish similar much needed
Cheshire Homes, working steadily
towards her objective and never
leaving until her mission was well
under way.
A schedule of her travels over
18 years would leave most of us
breathless.

In Ghana she was sent out to try to
set up a Cheshire Home for the
rehabilitation of those suffering
from psychiatric and mental
disorders and immediately set
about forming a steering
committee. Although the
Department of Social Welfare
were enthusiastic there was no
financial help and she began
fund raising and keeping the
enthusiasm and momentum for the
project going. By February 1985,
due to her efforts, money from
funding agencies was made
available. The building of the
Home has now been supervised, a
Head of Home has been
appointed and the doors will
shortly be opened.
After five months Denise has
just left the Maruter Home in South
India_after successfully setting up
a day clinic —
Another mission accomplished!

J U DITH COWLEY
asks

‘What's Cooking?’

Family
Support
Services
Expanding

JUDITH COWLEY — Rehabilitation 3 Equipment Adviser
Famed for its residential care facilities, the

Interesting and varied food adds to the
pleasure of life. Meals in residential
Homes may be good but all of us
sometimes fancy something ‘a little
different’ that we have cooked
ourselves, particularly if a friend or
relation is coming to share a meal.

The following recipes have been
chosen essentially because they use
very few utensils. They are for a fairly
expensive but easy to prepare main

course dish and a very simple
cake.Both recipes could very easily be
prepared using a microwave or oven or

a conventional oven
More and more Homes are aware of
this need and are installing microwave
cookers to enable handicapped people
to do their own thing. In some there is a
residents’ dining area where a private
meal can be prepared and served.

Foundation’s rapidly growing
commitment to Family Support Services,
part—time care for handicapped people, or
families with a handicapped member,
in their own homes, is not so well known.

Below we give a menu for a little
dinner. The recipes have been
tested by Tricia Haupt, a Home
Economist.

Pork Slosh

Saucepan Cake

llb. pork fillet
1/2oz butter
1 medium onion, chopped
4oz mushrooms
salt & white pepper
1Apt double cream
‘Slosh’ of white wine (about 6 tbsp)

1 cup caster sugar
4oz margarine
1 cup of currants
1 cup water

Some readers may be surprised to learn
that there are now 23 fully operational
Family Support Services in England,
providing assistance of one sort or another
to over 1700 clients in the community —
almost as many handicapped people as
there are residents in our Homes.
Five more Services are currently in the
pipeline, mainly in NW. England, and will
shortly be opening up.
Started by the Foundation somewhat
tentatively in response to perceived needs
it is now quite clear that community based
services will be a growth area of the future.
Even severely disabled people prefer, on
the whole. to remain in their own homes,

Cut the pork into small cubes. Heat the
butter in a thick casserole and gently
fry till transparent. Add sliced
mushrooms and fry for 1 min. Add
pork cubes and saute until lightly
browned. Season. Add the cream and
cook fairly quickly until the cream
thickens. Add a good ‘Slosh’ of wine.
Reduce the heat and cook gently for
about 20 mins or until the pork is
tender.
Could be served with salad and jacket
potatoes, or vegetables and new
potatoes.

NB. A 1/4 pt of plain yoghurt could be
substituted for the cream.
Cost - £3.50 for 3/4 portions.

2 cups self-raising flour
2 tsps mixed spice

maintaining their independence for as long
as possible, providing there is suitable
back-up help. The growing population of
elderly people is also in great need of this
kind of help and this age group already
accounts for a large proportion of clients.
Funding of these schemes varies, but is

Place all ingredients except the ﬂour in
a saucepan and heat gently until the fat
has melted. Leave to cool, then mix in
the flour. Pour into a well greased 7”
cake tin and bake at Gas Mark6 (400°F
200°C) for about 45 mins or until
golden brown.
Cost — 45-50p

more usually a mix of small joint funding
grants, fund raising locally and payments
from clients. Many Services have to operate
on a shoe string and have to spend valuable
time trying to raise money which could
have been better spent on the clients. It
means, too, that it is not always possible to
respond to the huge demand for help.
Surely it is time that this valuable
voluntary initiative was recognised by a
proper system of statutory funding?

MICROWAVE HINT
Try 102 of grated cheese placed in a cup
and cooked on high for 30 secs. Ideal
for cheese on Toast or as a topping for
jacket potatoes.

Have you got a favourite recipe or a
favourite menu you would like to
share?
Send them to The Cheshire Smile.

One extremely interesting scheme
which has overcome this problem is based
at Holme Lodge Cheshire Home, in West
Bridgford, Notts., where the Family
Support Service has 18 Care Attendants
and 90 clients. The Service is entirely
funded by the Manpower Services
Commission and is, incidentally,
providing training and jobs for
unemployed young people.

See the next issue of The Cheshire Smile
(August) for a detaiIed report of Holme
Lodge Family Support Service.
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SUSAN
POTTER
LOOPS
TH E
LOOP!
f

.g

Susan Potter in Pilot Ken Ballinger’s arms.

Susan Potter, a resident of Cotswold
Cheshire Home, Cheltenham,
suffers from multiple sclerosis and is

paraplegic. Here she describes her
plucky sponsored flight in an opencockpit Tiger Moth during which she
“looped the loop".
“It was a beautiful sunny day— ideal
flying weather. Ken Ballinger, my pilot,

was at hand to whirl me from my
wheelchair to the waiting ‘plane
where Eric, the Tiger Moth
maintenance man, donned my flying

helmet, goggles, face mask and
sheepskin flying jacket, and strapped
me firmly into my seat.

“Then we were off, and airborne,
banking steeply as we skimmed

Staverton Airport. I could see the
upturned faces of my many friends

waving us off into the blue. The view
was panoramic over Cheltenham and
Leckhampton Hill.
“The flight was an exhilarating
experience for me as the engine
throbbed noisily and Tiger Moth was

buffeted by air currents. Then Ken
revved the engine and I knew we were
about to loop the loop. Suddenly we
shot upwards, slipped over, and we
were surveying the ground from an
upside-down position. What a way to
fly! Just as suddenly we were the right
way up again and l felt I had left my
stomach a thousand feet below me at
that stage.

was attacked The chain-saw
shn'eked its way through wedge
cuts to the bole and then a metal
wedge was driven into the cross
cut. The tree stood firm. A larger
wedge was cut from one of the
By Jean Taylor of Mote House
tree's own branches and the
sledge hammer drove that home.
How do you say farewell to a 180
The cross cut edges separated
year-old friend? Mote House had
slightly but whilst we held our
this sad task recently when one of breath, settled back again. The old
the two great trees that have stood tree didn't want to fall. Then, at
sentinel near the front door since ' ﬁrst slowly, then faster, it began to
the house was built was diagnosed topple. With a scream from the
as having three diseases and was heart of the trunk as it tore apart,
unsafe.
the giant crashed to the ground.
Work was started on cutting
Was it imagination that it felt as
down all the main side branches of though the stones of the house
the beech tree which took the
shuddered as one of its guardians
fellers a whole day. Then the trunk died?

THE OLD TREE
DIDN’T WANT
TO FALL
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“All too soon we were circling the
airport, the runway was below us and
we were coming in to land.
“I was transported back to the
Airport Inn where all my friends had
gathered, a number bringing
sponsorship forms and money with

them. ltgave me atremendousfeeling
seeing them all and knowing that
without their support neithertheflight
nor the fund-raising would have come

to fruition.”
Amazing result — Susan has raised
over £2,800 to be donated to the
Cotswold and the Multiple Sclerosis
Society.
Her next plan - a sponsored
parachute jump landing into water!

SEVEN YEARS OF
HOME PLANNING
KEITH COOK reports on progress made
during his seven years as the Foundation
Homes Planning Officer:
1. Visits to 73 Homes and projects (over
300 visits).
2. Help to International with 4 Irish
Homes, the Bethlehem Rehabilitation
Centre, and the Rome Holiday Centre.
3. 4 New Homes built, 11 major
extensions and numerous improvement
schemes and small units.
4. Central ofﬁces moved to Maunsel
Street; Park House renovated and opened.
Over seven years, costs have soared. A
£1,000,000 project is now quite common,
and building one room now costs £30,000.
An appraisal service for Homes has also
been set up.

How about an
AUTUMN HOLIDAY
BREAK ?
There is much to be said for an out of
season holiday when the prices are
lower, the crowds have thinned out and
the service is often much better.
Some of us like the idea ofjust taking
off for a week on impulse, but for
disabled people a certain amount of
planning is the key to a successful
Autumn or winter break.
Here are a few ideas to help with this:
A must for disabled holidaymakers
are two invaluable guides published by
RADAR
The ﬁrst deals with holidays
throughout the UK. and is entitled
“Holidays for Disabled People” (Price
£2 from W H Smith or £3 direct from
RADAR, 15 Mortimer St., London

WIN 8AB pp incl.) It consists of nearly
600 pages of detailed information
concerning holiday accommodation of
all kinds from hotels, apartments, self

catering bungalows to mobile homes
and holiday centres, giving all the facts
on wheelchair access, special toilet
facilities, lifts, whether pets are welcome

etc. It lists voluntary and commercial
organisations offering holidays, coach
tours and other diversions for disabled
people, and also provides a
comprehensive list in each area of
museums, wild life parks, bird reserves,

stately homes and other places worth
visiting.
The second is called Holidays and
Travel Abroad (price £1.50 from
RADAR, pp inc) This publication gives
full information on travel by sea and air as
well as by coach or with escort services,

useful contact addresses abroad, and
even hints on where to hire a wheelchair
or get it repaired.

PARK HOUSE - NOW OPEN
Remember, too, if you are looking for
a really peaceful winter break, that the
Foundation’s own hotel, Park House,
opened its doors to the first guests on
April 1st. This beautifully converted
house, once the home of Princess Diana,

offers every imaginable comfort and
facility for disabled guests, including a
spa bath and a hairdressing salon, plus

Barry
St. John Nevill

all the delights of the scenery of the
Royal Sandringham estate. Send or
phone for a brochure from Tony
Kendall, General Manager, Park House
Hotel, Sandringham, Norfolk.

Tel: Dersingharn (0485) 43000.
LONDON’S DELIGHTS
In Autumn and winter, too, how

about the delights of London? A chance
to Visit picture galleries, go to the theatre
or cinema, or dine out. You could stay at
the luxury Tara Hotel in Kensington,
W.8., if you joined the London Hotel for
the Disabled. This is a club which
enables disabled members to book fully
adapted rooms in the hotel at
concessionary rates. To join costs only
£1 for three years. You can do this by
contacting the secretary, Ms Peggy
Smart at 94 St Paul’s Churchyard,
London, E.C.4., or by telephoning her
on 01 248 9155 Ext 3172 to ask for an
application form. Once you are a
member you are eligible to stay at the
Tara for £24.50 single room including
continental breakfast, per night, or £38

for a double room. Bathrooms are
adjoining and equipped with hoists and
grab rails.
Planning entertainment while in
London can be aided greatly by
contacting an organisation called
ARTSLINE who will give you all the
advice and information you will need on
arts and entertainments in London and
special facilities for disabled people,
including some concessions on prices in
certain places if you're on a budget.

The Foundation’s

NEW P. R. O.
BARRY St.John Nevill,who is the

Foundation’s new Public Relations
Ofﬁcer, has had a varied career in
journalism and public relations in
Britain and overseas.
He has worked on numerous
provincial and national
newspapers,and is also the author of
the best selling book, “Life at the

Artsline is located at 5 Crowndale Road,

Court of Queen Victoria” published

London, NW1 lTU Tel: 01—388 2227.
Escort Problems
You may have a problem in ﬁnding an
escort. Readers may like to know that a
Holiday Care Service is now available
free of charge which introduces
volunteers to disabled or elderly people
who cannot go on holiday without
someone to help them. The service will
advise on any aspect of a holiday
planned but it is up to the disabled
holidaymaker and the helper to arrange
what the responsibilities are.
Further details from: Holiday Care
Service, 2 Old Bank Chambers, Station
Road, Horley, Surrey RH6 9MW.
Telephone (0293) 775137.

by Webb and Bower.
During the past 20 years, he has
lectured and debated in universities,
colleges and schools and has spoken
to a wide variety of organisations.
He has also presented concerts and
other cultural events in Britain and in
the USA.
Barry’s other interests include the
Psoriasis Association (he has suffered
from the skin disease Psoriasis for
almost 40 years): English Literature;
Motoring; Italic Handwriting; Good
Food and (most important, he says),
People and Conversation.
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01]! write to /u
I am glad to note that
‘Cheshire Smile’ will be
coming out every other month

offer a helping hand to elderly
or disabled people in our

from June 1987. It truly is a

locality but how do you

good magazine of ideas and
insights for me in the easing of
the day-to-day affairs of our

overcome the problem of

residents and staff. Thank you
for this encouraging fare!

Your readers from

We are always being invited to

knowing whether they would
welcome your offer or resent

it?
l see an old man, hobbling
painfully along on a stick and
bent double, every day. Once
when it was pouring with rain, I
offered him a lift in my car. He

Tivandrum greet you all!!
With warm regards and
best wishes to your editorial
efforts to keep the ‘Smile’
leading the Homes.
5. Ramantha Pillai,
Hon. Secretary

independence keeps him

Cheshire Home.

going. Any solutions, please?

glared at me and continued on
his way without responding.
Perhaps this fierce

Frances McPhee
Iver Heath, Bucks.

*

*
Thank you for your letter
telling us that the ‘Cheshire
Smile’ will be provided free of
charge to us. We are grateful
and would like you to know
that the journal is greatly
appreciated by the residents of
the homes in Palmemton
North, New Zealand.

We will look forward to
reading the new issue. It is

always stimulating and
informative and helps us to
keep in touch with
developments in the rest of the

Seats in the underground for
the disabled and elderly are
reserved with a polite notice
saying please give up this seat
if . . .” etc.

How often does one see,

dropping of the bomb in 1945,
and I remember how he said
“Now this makes war

the very large majority of
Homes using this terminology
have the right to do so because
they do, in fact, employ a

qualified occupational
therapist
Robert Leader
Head of Home, Newlands
House, Netherseal,
Burton-on-Trent

*
say something of our

reserved for the elderly and

*

remarkable Mrs. Jean
Hepburn, M.B.E. (fondly
known to us as “Mrs. H.”
While visiting Iona Abbey in
1979, “Mrs. H." who resides in
St. Andrews, Fife. was inspired
to start a Cheshire Home.

From small beginnings, this

I am writing for Mrs. Dina
Soetjitro, our Chairman, on
behalf of the Residents and
Committee of Wisma Cheshire
to say how delighted we all are
with the news of our First Prize
in the Handicrafts Section.
Needless to say, the most
delighted of all are Melani,
Esti, Sulastria and Suriana.
I do hope the Contest was a

Committee, where her
services have been invaluable.
Staff and Residents wish
her a very Happy and Healthy

great success — it is certainly a

retirement.

good challenge for our
Residents here to be

competing in something

In the rush of activity which

immediately followed the
horrific accident in which one
of our mini-buses was involved
last November, it was not
possible to record the names
of all those who telephoned

with messages of good will and
offers of assistance — this was
particularly so during the first
24 hours following the accident
However, may I, offer the
most sincere thanks of all of us
here to all those at Cheshire

Homes throughout the
country who contacted us so

quickly to offer us help and
comfort. It was deeply
appreciated and of great
encouragement to our staff
and residents who were under

very considerable strain at the
time.
Those residents, staff and

voluntary workers at Douglas
House who were involved in

the accident are now all fully
recovered and we hope to
have replacement transport

stand?
How about a notice that is
firmer?: “These seats are strictly

Ryder— Cheshire Foundation

Cheshire inspired.
I remember how we all
shared his dismay at the

occupational therapists, and,
indeed, many homes do
employ such paramedical staff
It is certainly not my
impression that Mrs. Wood’s
profession is misused
throughout the Cheshire
Foundation and I contend that

We the residents would like to

Hampstead, London.

splendid work that Leonard

fully aware of the status of

them are callously left to

Sheila M. Thaine

I wish you all success and
happiness in your new task
I always enjoy reading the
Cheshire Smile, and wish I
could do more to help the

of the terms “Occupational
Therapy Department" and
“Occupational Therapists” in
Cheshire Homes. I am quite
certain that most of us working
within Cheshire Homes are

them while those in need of

world.

*

(DIP. COT. SROT) over the use

with disgust, young and
healthy persons sprawling in

disabled.”
Patricia Marcetic.

Palmerston, New Zealand

I read with interest the
concern of Mrs. Sue Wood,

grew into a living reality for
sixteen Residents who are

living here to-day— and a very
happy family we are, too.
“Mrs. H.” is now retiring
from her post as Chairperson

of the Management

“THANKYOU JEAN,” for
GLAMIS HOUSE!
Staff and Residents
Glamis House
Cheshire Home

operating very shortly following
a highly successful appeal for
funds by the Mayor of Torbay.
Tom Fallon,
Head of Home,
Douglas House, Brixham.

*
A project, under the auspices
of the Prince of Wales Advisory
Group on Disability, supported
by the King’s Fund, is seeking
examples of Living Options for
Disabled People, carried out
by statutory and voluntary
bodies working together, and
run in accordance with principles
set out in the booklet Living
Options Guidelines.
Objectives are to assist
planning services; recognise

the benefits to consumers and
planners of co-operation‘at all
stages; to broaden the options
of care.
Further information, or

useful examples of schemes in
operation, or a copy of the

unthinkable in future!"
Miss M. E. Bowles (aged 86)

worldwide — and even better.
to be successful!
Maureen Sparrow

Gwynedd

Ways and Means Chairman.

me:

Wisma Cheshire Home,
Jakarta

Mrs Barrie Fiedler, Project
Coordinator, 38 Chalcot
Crescent, London NW1 8YD.

*
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booklet can be obtained from

GLENROTHES Fife

*

Tel: 01-722 9895.

.

Information
(v
I Mrs Lisa Rowe is a semi-invalid who has
formed a correspondence club for the

disabled and house-bound Anyone wishing
to join should contact her at 26 St Andrew’s
Terrace, Roker, Sunderland, Tyne and Wear
enclosing a large stamped addressed
envelope
I Disabled people who are keen card
players may be interested in a new product
made of light washable plastic with an
adjustable frame, holding playing cards in
place and making them easy for insertion and
removal.
The idea was conceived by a multiple
sclerosis sufferer. Cost is £19.95 inclusive of
postage and packin by mail order from

Medipost Ltd, (Te: 061 678 0233.) The
company also supply a battery card shufﬂer,
price £11.50. inc postage and packing
I The Garthwaite Cheshire Home for
Mentally Handicapped Children in Kendal,
Cumbria, has been closed due to falling
numbers.

A day
in the life of:
KEN
COOPER
Resident of the
GROVE CHESHIRE HOME
Norfolk
Ken Cooper is a widower with two sons.
He was a librarian with The Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries in Lowestoft till

his severe disabilities forced him to retire.
I Insurance is often a great problem for
disabled people. In conjunction with JF
Graham and Co., brokers, RADAR hope
they have come up with a solution via the Sun
Alliance, Britain’s oldest insurance company.
The Company guarantees not to re—judge
automatic exclusion on grounds otPdisability
but to treat every application solely on its
merits. There is no guarantee of acceptance
but at least no out of hand rejection Full
details of the scheme from Anne Cox,

He came to live at The Grove in 1981.
Ken is a man of great and varied ability

and is a member ofthe Foundation‘s Public
Relations Committee. He was awarded the
MBE in 1979 for his services to disabled
people.

“ Familiar habits are hard to break Since
my school days and my first job as a
stockman on a large mixed farm, l have
been up with the early dawn. Now I use this

RADAR. 25 Mortimer SL, London WIN SAB.

pre—breakfast hour in mentally planning

I For those who have to take pills and ﬁnd it
difﬁcult to remember, a PillMill may be the
answer. A week’s supply ofpills are held in 28
compartments so that you can see at a glance
if you’ve taken them. Price £5.95 direct from
Brundol Ltd, PO Box No. 101 Worcester
WR6 5 NG (p.o. or cheque with order incl
pp), or from most chemists.

the day ahead, and having a second stab at
yesterdays unfinished crossword.
Surprising how a new day changes the
thought pattern, and the clue at ”5 across“
takes on an entirely different interpretation.
Round about this time, the cook displays
the dais menu in the Hall, and I am able to
add a postscript reminding everyone of a
Resident's meeting later that morning.

I Craft teachers may like to know that a
one-handed weaving loom which clamps to
the side of a table and makes weaving easier
for people with the use of one hand is
available from Knitterella, 21A Kingsland
High Street, Dalston, London E8 2J8. Price
£26.50 incl pp.
I Keen readers who are partially sighted

can obtain a comprehensive catalogue of
large print books from Ulverscroft,
Chamwood and Linford Large Print Series,
The Green, Bradgate Road, Anstey, Leicester
LE7 7FU. Over 2500 titles available
including mystery, romance, western,
adventure, biography and travel.

These meetings tend to be informal, at
irregular intervals, with no traditional
minutes or scripted agenda, although afair
amount of preparation has been done by a
small committee, and each one of us
assumes responsibility for different items.
A senior member of staff sits in during the
last half-hour, whilst our suggestions,
decisions and ideas are subsequently
channelled through the appropriate
committees by-our delegates.
Like many well established Cheshire
Homes, The Grove is way off the beaten
track Although we have our own transport

and a comprehensive programme of
I The Independent Order of Foresters are

outings, we are very much left to our own

planning a 500 mile walk in aid of Cheshire

devices, doing our own thing and making

Homes and Park House, commencing
September 2nd They will visit 17 Homes en

our own entertainment. Fortunately we
have a well equipped Craftroom, open all
hours and the focal point for the exercise of

route

I I A video promoting the new ‘payroll’
scheme of charitable giving has been made
by The Charities Aid Foundation and is
available from Give As You Earn, Sterling
House, 150 High Street, Tonbridge, Kent,
TN9 138.

and the software we need. It is all a
question of priorities Tucked away in the
corner is my ‘executive-type desk‘. built in
our workshops and designed for my
special needs. This tailor-made furniture is
rapidly becoming a feature of our
communal rooms. Designer tables,
cupboards in the dining-room, shelving for
the library and display cabinets. For a while
after lunch, I type up the notes and memos
of the meeting, spending a further hour or
two on my correspondence. One of these
queer types who enjoys writing letters A
lifetime of travel has reaped a rich harvest
of interesting friends, rather like jewels
woven into the patterned fabric of life.

“The late afternoon is an ideal time to
venture outside to enjoy the freedom of
this huge rambling estate. Fifty five acres
of grassland and terraced lawns, sweeping
down to a tree-lined lake, occupying a
central position - an incentive for this daily
constitutional. The MSC Community
Programme has been in operation for
about a couple of years, busy clearing the
undergrowth, pruning trees and creating
walk-ways around the perimeter.
”This stretch of water attracts quite avariety
of wading birds, providing a permanent
home for a large population of mallard
ducks and moorhens. Some, like the
Canada and barnacle geese stay long
enough to rear a family, their numbers
increasing every year. whilst the more
itinerant herons, gulls, kingfishers and a
solitary Cormorant poach the small fish

swimming too near the surface. Maybe its
my imagination, but at this end of the day,
the lake seems clearer, the water rushing
towards the weir less urgent, the bird song
sweeter and colours softer. The green of
the young foliage, the piled-up cumulus
cloud edged with the fading sunset drifting

scope for further specialisation. High on

about in an azure sky. Something magical
about this back—drop There are some who
would exploit the lake, introduce canoeing
or the sailing of model radio-controlled
boats. l have reservations. A bell sounds

our shopping—list is a computer. Many of

faintly, disturbing my reverie and a further

us have in mind the way we want to use it

reminder about being late for my suppert."

ourtalents and skills, as well as aforum for
the exchange of ideas and the latest scandal!
“As with all Craftrooms, there is always
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Introducing
RICHARD REDMOND
The Foundation’s New Director of Care
Introducing Richard Redmond,

The Foundation’s new Director
of Care & Deptury Director.
Aged 43, he was formerly
Deputy Director of Social
Services at The Spastics Society
and has had a long and varied
career in residential and ﬁeld
social work, probation, social

care and management roles with
local authorities and national
voluntary organisations. He is
married, with two small sons,
and lives in Bexhill, East
Sussex. In this interview.
Richard gives his ﬁrst
impressions of The Foundation
and his ideas on the directions in
which he sees his new job
developing.

A WIDE MIX
“Of course I am new with
lots to learn about the
Foundation but initially I am
impressed by the amount of
imaginative and committed
work that goes on in the Homes
and Family Support Services. I
particularly approve of the
breadth and mix of the widely
differing disabilities we cater for
and of our involvement in
mental handicap and
psychiatric after care. This
makes for a much wider
understanding of the whole ﬁeld
of disability which other
voluntary organisations just
have not got and, it will also help
us in the future in partnerships
with health, local authorities
and other voluntary
organisations.
“I‘m aware, too. of the
enormous reliance The
Foundation places on voluntary
help at every level, which is
so valuable. I feel that perhaps
we do not always give
volunteers the support and
appreciation they deserve and
need. Do we involve them in the
whole picture enough? Should
we give consideration to this?

,,
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CARE SERVICE
STRUCTURE
Turning to the new structure of
Foundation Care Services,
Richard said that he was
pleased at the strengthening of
this function. “We have
recently appointed three Area
Managers who are responsible
for managing the work of the
Care Advisers and
Rehabilitation Advisers.
“Brian Foster is responsible
for the North of England,
Scotland and Northern Ireland;
Sue Langdown for South and
East England; Hugh Bryant for
West England and Wales. This
is a management structure
which will ensure close liaison
and quick and efﬁcient
responses to needs and
situations”. Richard also
manages the Training and FSS
Advisers. He has a particular
interest in both these aspects of
work. Richard continued:
“The work of the Care Advisers
is crucial, both in providing a
conﬁdential service to clients
and residents who need
counselling, but also in
ensuring that we are all
conforming to the standards
which are becoming
increasingly mandatory by
Government (DHSS
Inspectorate) health authorities
and local authorities".

CONFORMING T0
STANDARDS
“These standards have been
clearly spelled out by
Government and in the DHSS
advisory document ‘Home
Life”. I predict that as more and
more money is spent on funding
residents in voluntary
establishments and on
community care schemes so
there will be greater insistence
on conformity to the guidelines
set down.

HELP FOR ELDERLY
"I don’t complain about this;
it seems to me you cannot have
responsibility without
accountability. We couldn’t
function without the fees we
receive. It is extremely
important that we are seen to be
doing things the right way, and
also maintaining and
developing good relationships
with the statutory authorities.

OFFICIAL FUNDING
“The need for funding from
more ofﬁcial resources is also
vital to the expansion of our
work, and I see this as an
important area of my job.
Fortunately I have a great deal
of experience here and Ishall be
doing my utmost to see that all
available resources are tapped
into, including money available

via the EEC.

FAMILY SUPPORT
SERVICES
Discussing Family Support
Services, Richard said that he
saw this community-based work
as a rapidly increasing growth
area for The Foundation. “I’d
like to see the work of the FSS
and the Homes become more
closely integrated for the users’
beneﬁt; they really are interdependent. Of course there will
always be a need for our Homes
but we must also respond to the
tremendous demand for part—
time help within people’s
homes. I’d like to think that we
might also consider setting up
local resource centres for
disabled people in the future in
their local communities.

“ Perhaps we ought also to be
thinking seriously of ways of
responding to the special
requirements of elderly disabled
people which is an increasing
problem in the population as a
whole. At present one perceives
that there is a great gap in
options and help provided.
“There are the carers to
consider too — that gallant army
of responsible people driven
often into the ground by the
heavy demands made on them in
looking after disabled parents,
relatives or children. We should
try to devise ways of lifting the
burden off them a little”.

Summing up, Richard said
he regarded his job as a great
challenge. “The Foundation is
an exciting organisation,
particularly at this time of
debate and consideration of its
future direction, because it
doesn’t have pre-conceived
notions but responds to needs as
and when they emerge. My job
is to see that we execute the
decisions made in a planned
way, and wherever possible, in
n
partnership with other agencies.

Although Richard’s
approach is essentially
practical, he is acutely aware of
the individual. “Good
management must always take
into account that at the end of
the day the ﬁrst priority must
always be to ensure that the
emotional and physical needs of
the individual person that we
provide services for are fully
met. The strength of any
voluntary organisation is its
pioneering work and vision."

Organising Activities
in Cheshire Homes
The use of volunteers was also

vital because they were able to help in

CONFERENCE REPORT

creating a one to one situation. getting
to know the residents as individuals

with their own special needs and
Representatives from thirty six
Cheshire Homes attended a day
conference at The King’s Fund
Centre, London NW1 on Friday 30th
January, to discuss the all imponant
topic of organising activities in
Cheshire Homes.
Opening the programme the Hon
Mrs Maggie Von Koetsveld,
Chairperson of Hydon Cheshire
Home, Godalming, posed the
question: would activities organisers

beneﬁt from in service training and
might this ensure that they were
listened to with more attention?
Mrs Barbara Cook, Senior

Physiotherapist at the RHHI, Putney,
described the activities available there
for severely disabled people. varying
in age from 16 to 60 years.
Among the objectives were
stimulation, control of spasm and
tremor, prevention of bed sores and
the reduction of the care load.

The conference then split up into
four workshops under the following
headings: 1. Activities for severely
disabled residents; 2. creative activity

between staff and volunteers was also

important. and there should be full
consultation between them so that
volunteers could feel confidence in

4. Recruitment, training and use of

their approaches.

volunteers.
Suggestions put forward for
activities for very severely disabled
people included: Bingo. trivial
pursuits. reading and discussing
and discussions: wine making:
cooking; kite ﬂying; bird watching:
computer games: wheelchair dancing:
butterfly house: indoor plant growing.

able bodied person doing them on

optimum physical. mental, social and

environment. To do this. all the staff

should be involved at some level so
that the resident was seen as a person.

Very often staff became rigid in
attitudes and resorted to systems when
they felt insecure about what they
were doing.

Motivation was seen as persuasion

disabled, as well as archery. Where

pressurisation. Very often when a
group got started. the more apathetic
people would catch the interest and
excitement and join in. Much

depended on the personality of the
Activities Organiser who should be
someone who was sensitive to the
needs of residents. imaginative and

able to relate to them.

ElTHlNOG Upper Colwyn Bay. Clwyd on

19 November 1986 — William ‘Bill‘ Long.
resident for 11 years. On 3 January 1987.
Anthony (Tony) Collins Brown. aged 62

With great regret
we record the deaths
of residents at the
following Homes

be to help residents to achieve their

them successfully into their
Various speakers made the point
that even when residents were not able
to perform tasks themselves there was
stimulation involved in watching an

and encouragement but never

Obituaries

Among many interesting points
made were that the aim of staff should

vocational capacity and to integrate

hydrotherapy and riding for the

Patients were set goals of progress
and could themselves see how they
were improving week after week.

Professor D L McLellan. Europe
Professor of Rehabilitation. University
of Southampton then addressed the
conference on “Organising Freedom
in Residential Homes".

newspapers; group television watching

their behalf.

possible, efforts were. made to bring in
people from outside to teach these
skills and this had proved a great
success.

to feel valued and given conﬁdence
and gratitude. The relationship

competition - new categories:
3. Relationship and role of the Activity
Organiser within a Cheshire Home;

The programme included bowls.
skittles, balloon badminton,

difﬁCUlilCS. Volunteers should be made

The organising of activity
opportunities for residents was not the
“cherry" on the top of the cake but
totally central. It was all about goals
and achieving something.
It was vital to get the right person

as an Activities Organiser. and better to
have the right person for less than a
week than the wrong person full time.

GREENHILL Timsbury
Linda Love. on 9 February 1987

years.

CHIPSTEAD LAKE.
Michael Barnes, a resident since 1981. on
4 February 1987. aged 23.

SPOFFORTH HALL Nr. Harrogate.
Yorks Mary Myers. a resident since 1967.
on 26 October 1986. aged 76.

CANN HOUSE. Plymouth

RATHFREDAGH. County Limerick. Eire
Mary Gaynor. a resident since 1976. on 28
September 1986. aged 28

Marina Taylor. a resident since 1983. on
26 November 1986
Georgina Beatrice Bright a resident since
May 1986. on 5 December 1986 Thomas
Arthur Griffiths. resident since 1977. on 9
January 1987
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